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Jenkins leads Hawks to summer league win
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John Jenkins scored a game-high 19 points to lead the Hawks to a 75-71 victory over the Heat in the Las Vegas Summer
League Sunday night.

Jenkins has scored a total of 43 points in the two games for the Hawks (1-1).

Mike Scott added 13 points. Dennis Schroder led the draft picks with nine points and eight assists. Lucas Nogueira added
eight points and Mike Muscala added six points.

The Hawks play the Spurs at 10 p.m. (ET) tonight in the final of their three scheduled games. They will be seeded to begin
tournament play with a minimum of two more games.
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Jenkins, Schroder, Muscala, Scott and BeBe played well...
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Schrooder is arguably the best guard in the draft, and defiantly the best point. Bebe looks like Camby 2013. Ferry has done
an awesome job, and we still have $ to spend. People are underestimating Milsap. That's the same guy who gave Miami
and their Big 3 forty six points 2 years ago, when he avg 17 & 8.

Posted by ConfederateFlagBurner at 8:16 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
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Jenkins seems like a volume scorer. I have no idea what we are going to do with Scott, the kid has earned his playing time,
but he is behind Milsap and Horford. 

Schroeder needs time to develop but he has that it facto. He needs to add size, shooting, and finish better.

I love BeBe's energy and I hope he can develop some post skills.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 8:58 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Even in HS, JJ was a high volume scorer. Smart young man; did well at Vandy, tough school. Obviously working on his
strength and conditioning. Wouldn't be surprised to see him catch some play at 1 guard slot. He has good court awareness
and passes well He's a basketball player, one who will do what his coach asks him to do to the best of his ability. What's not
to love.. Muscala looks like a better 4 than 5, but has the body to add bulk which he lacks for the 5. But, his ability to shoot will
create a lot of problems for other team's 5, so he has value. Great pick for round 2. Still need a big 5 to help against teams
with big lineups.
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